STORY OF THE DAY

Natural Gas Futures Flat Following On-Target Storage Build, Ongoing Coronavirus Fallout

Natural gas futures traded in a narrow range of gains and losses Thursday and ultimately finished flat after traders absorbed a relatively bullish...
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INFRASTRUCTURE

Chesapeake Utilities Readies Next Phase of RNG Expansion with Bioenergy Devco

Chesapeake Utilities Corp. (CPK), whose subsidiaries serve 240,000 customers on the Delmarva...
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E&P

Matador Brings Five Permian Delaware Wells Online, with 18 Wells and Gas Processing Slated for Q3 Completion

Matador Resources Co. said Thursday it has brought five horizontal wells in the Permian...
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**MARKETS**

**Fossil Fuel Demand Said Possibly Peaking as Energy Transition Escalates, Boosted by Covid-19**

The Covid-19 pandemic may spur longer lasting changes that have accelerated the energy transition...
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**REGULATORY**

**FERC Proposes Five-Year Index Level for Interstate Oil Pipeline Rates**

FERC has issued a notice of inquiry (NOI) on its proposed index level used to calculate annual...
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